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warren buffett s dividend portfolio intelligent income - berkshire hathaway first invested in walmart in 2005 and was
presumably attracted by the company s cost advantages as the world s largest retailer walmart can exert massive pressure
on its suppliers to keep its prices low for consumers, factor based investing the complete guide dr wealth - factor based
investing the investing strategy that allows investors to select stocks based on attributes aka factors proven to be related to
higher returns, returns on capital and an investment idea base hit investing - john huber is the portfolio manager of
saber capital management llc an investment firm that manages separate accounts for clients saber employs a value
investing strategy with a primary goal of patiently compounding capital for the long term, side by side analysis of eaton ge
emerson electric - while revenues have stagnated at its competitors eaton has rocketed ahead by 37 the last 3 years eaton
has lower advertising and research development costs inferring strong product demand, the four rs of investing in retail
investopedia - ranging from food to electronics from luxury specialists to discounters the retail sector is a diverse and
dynamic one and extremely susceptible to changing consumer tastes as well yet the
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